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Abstract
This thesis proposal addresses support for utilizing an existing formal analysis
tool when predictable rule-based systems are developed. One of the main problems of the rule-based paradigm is that it is hard to analyze the behavior of rule
sets, which is conflicting with the high predictability requirements typically associated with real-time systems. Further, analysis tools developed for rule-based
systems typically address a specific platform or a specific part of the development
chain.
In our approach, rules are initially specified in a high-level language. We
enable a powerful analysis tool not designed for rule based development, to be
utilized for analyzing the rule base. This is done by transforming the set of rules,
with maintained semantics, to a representation suitable for the target analysis
tool. Our approach provides non-experts in formal methods with the ability to
formally analyze a set of rules.
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1
1.1

Introduction
The problem

Event-triggered real-time systems respond to occurrences of events within a
predictable period of time. Such systems are typically idle waiting for an event,
for example caused by an object passing a sensor, to occur. When an event
occurs, a message is sent to the interior of the system where the message is
processed and an output produced [25].
The behavior of an event triggered system can be implemented as event
condition action (ECA) rules [31]. In the ECA rule paradigm, actions are executed as response to event occurrences if their associated conditions are true.
ECA rules may, for example, be used for describing the behavior of logic control applications [3], or for specifying the behavior of a system using an active
database, where the reactive capability is managed inside the active database
management system instead of being spread among several applications [29].
Developing applications specified as ECA rules is complicated. This mainly
depends on the rules ability to interact with each other. In rule based systems,
execution of one rule can, for example, trigger another rule, starting a chain of
rule triggerings, or changing the outcome of the condition evaluation of a third
rule. Interactions between rules makes a rule set hard to analyze and maintain
since changing, adding or removing one rule may have consequences that are
hard to predict.
Additionally, a set of ECA rules may behave differently on different platforms depending on the execution model (the way rules are processed during
execution) of the platforms used. If, for example, different priorities are specified
for the rules in rule set Rset , executing Rset on a target platform with support
for priorities may result in a different behavior compared to executing Rset on
a target platform without support for priorities. This implies that knowledge
about the target platform must be included in, for example, rule analysis [18].
Real-time systems have requirements on timeliness, meaning that the system must be sufficiently efficient and have predictable resource requirements.
A timely system meet its deadlines, implying that applications must be thoroughly analyzed and that time in the form of, for example, execution times and
deadlines, must be included in behavior analysis.
To enhance the level of analysis, formal methods can be used for analyzing
critical parts of a system [12]. However, despite previous research in formalizing different aspects of active databases [28], formal techniques are still rarely
exploited during implementation of rule-based systems.

1.2

Approach

Our approach for development of predictable rule-based systems is to utilize
the strength of the existing analysis tool Uppaal which is designed for specifying and verifying timed-automaton models. Rules will be specified in the
novel tool prototype REX with support for designing rules, transforming infor-
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mation about rules to Uppaal and generate executable rules to different target
platforms.

1.3

Limitations of other approaches

The CASE tool support for analysis of rule based systems is currently immature.
Several tools exists, for example, Peard[23], TriGS[24] and the tools within the
IDEA project[16], each of them solving a sub part of the development chain
[23], tailored for a specific target platform [24], or specific execution model,
with limited or no ability to communicate with other tools.
Additionally, as far as we know, no previous CASE tool for rule based systems supports formal analysis of a set of rules with composite events and time
constraints.

1.4

Contributions and limitations

The expected main contribution of this project is an approach for formally
analyzing a set of rules with real-time constraints utilizing an existing analysis
tool. The approach will be demonstrated in a development tool prototype, REX,
which will be developed within this project.
Additionally, the project is expected to contribute with a specification of
what information is needed when sets of real-time rules and information about
their processing during runtime is exchanged between tools and how this information can be represented.
Further, our work will enhance the support for formal analysis of rule based
systems, particularly rule-based systems with time constraints, by providing
support for automatically analyzing rules utilizing the model checker in Uppaal[10].
In this work, the expressiveness of the rules condition part that is possible to
analyze will be limited to Boolean values. The Uppaal analysis will not support,
for example, SQL expressions in conditions. On the other hand, analysis of
composite events will be supported, increasing the expressive power of rules.
Moreover, by focusing on composite events, the contribution of our work is also
useful in the area of complex event processing since the correctness of composing
events are interesting even if the events are not attached to a rule [21].
This thesis proposal is organized as follows: Section 2, 3 and 4 provide
background information about event composition and Uppaal. In Section 5, a
motivation for the thesis is given while Section 6 contains Thesis statement in
form of aim and objectives. Section 7 present an overview of the current status
of the project while in depth results are presented in Section 8,10 and Appendix.
The remaining section contain discussion and conclusion.

2

ECA rules

Reactive mechanisms were introduced in the late ’80s in the form of EventCondition-Action rules (ECA-rules) in active databases.
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During the ’90s concrete systems for combining active database capability with real-time constraints emerged and active real-time databases such as
Polyhedra[30], DeeDS[6] and REACH[14] evolved. Today, several commercial
systems and standards, for example, Oracle, Polyhedra[30] and SQL3, have
support for ECA rules or a more simple form of rules called triggers.
Lately, research on active rules has taken a broader scope than active database
systems. Rules are decoupled from the large monolithic database platform, making it possible to use rule-based applications for a larger set of applications that
are not dependent on database facilities. ECA rules are, for example, used for
specifying control applications[3] and for specifying the behavior on local nodes
for the semantic web[2]. For nodes to be able to communicate with each other,
RuleML[2], an XML based markup language for rules are under development.

2.1

Knowledge and execution model

A set of ECA rules can be described by its knowledge and execution models[29].
The knowledge model describes what can be said about a set of ECA rules and
the execution model describes how a set of rules is processed during execution.
The knowledge and execution models are thoroughly described in Paton and
Diaz survey [29]. In the following subsections, concepts needed as background
knowledge in this proposal is given.
The relative time of triggering, condition evaluation and action execution
depend on the Event-Condition (and Condition-Action) coupling mode of the
executing platform. In immediate coupling mode, the condition is evaluated (action executed) immediately after the event occurrence (condition evaluation).
In deferred coupling mode the condition evaluation (action execution) is performed in the same transaction but not necessarily immediately. In detached
coupling mode, the condition evaluation (action execution) is performed in another transaction[29].
The transition granularity is the relation between occurred events and triggered rules. The transition granularity is named tuple if a single event occurrence triggers a single rule and set if several event occurrences of the same type
in the same transaction together triggers a single rule[29].

2.2

Confluence and termination

Two important characteristics of a rule based system is termination and confluence. Confluence concerns whether the result of executing a set of simultaneously triggered rules are dependent on the execution order or not. The
scheduling phase of rule execution determine what happens if several rules are
triggered at the same time. The order in which simultaneously triggered rules
are executed may affect the resulting outcome of rule execution. A possible
solution for solving this problem is to provide support for prioritizing the rules.
A set of rules may have a non-terminating behavior if rules are triggering
each other in a cyclic order, for example, if the execution of rule R1 triggers
rule R2 and the execution of rule R2 triggers rule R1.
3

Previous research has been performed on analyzing termination and confluence on rule based systems (e.g. [1, 7, 8]), however, analysis tool support for
automatically verifying non-termination and confluence is still weak.

3

Composite events

A primitive event occurrence happens at a point in time and is raised by a single
occurrence, for example, an update of a database or the triggering of a sensor.
A composite event is raised by a combination of primitive or composite events.
The initiator of a composite event is the event initiating the composite event
occurrence and the terminator is the event terminating the composite event
occurrence.

3.1

Consumption modes

Composite events are combined by operators such as disjunction (5), conjunction (4) and sequence (; ). Events contributing to a composite event occurrence
may carry parameters, for example, from the activity causing the event. Since
parameters carried by event occurrences of the same type may be different, it
is important to consume events of the same type in a predefined consumption
policy[17].
Some frequently used consumption policies are recent and chronicle. In the
recent consumption policy, the most recent event occurrences of contributing
event types are used to form the composite event occurrence and in the chronicle
consumption policy, the earliest unused event occurrences are used. The recent
consumption policy are, for example, useful if calculations must be performed
on combinations of the last measured values of temperature and pressure in a
tank. The chronicle consumption policy is, for example, useful if sensors are
placed along a conveyor-belt monitoring objects travelling along the belt and
combinations of sensor events triggered by the same object is needed. In that
case events must be combined in occurrence order since the first event from the
first sensor and the first event from the second sensor are likely triggered by the
same object.

3.2

Expiration times

For event composition in real-time systems, we need to extend composite events
with expiration times. This is because composite events may become useless
after a certain amount of time as, for example, the deadline for its associated
action part already have expired. It is also beneficial to define life span of events
in order to clean the system from semi-composed events in an efficient manner
[13], memory resources may be limited and should not be wasted on useless
information about invalidated event occurrences.
The semantics of expiration times are that the composition of an event is
interrupted if the terminator does not occur within a defined period relative
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Automaton1

Automaton2

S1

P1

E1!
message=my_mess

E1?
received_mess=message

S2

P2

Figure 1: Example of two synchronizing timed-automata.
to the initiator occurrence. Consider, for example, the composite event E3 =
E1 ; E2 , (an event of type E3 is generated if an event of type E1 followed by E2
is detected). If the event of type E2 must occur within 10 time units after the
event of type E1 for the composite event E3 to be interesting for the system,
the expiration time for that composite event is 10. In this paper, the syntax
used for expressing expiration times are E1 hexp(expirationtime)i; E2 [27].

4

Uppaal

Timed automata are finite automata extended with a set of clocks[5]. Uppaal is
a toolbox for modelling and analyzing specifications built on the theory of timedautomata with additional features. The tool is developed jointly by Uppsala
University and Aalborg University[10]. A model in Uppaal is built by one or
more synchronizing timed automata. Each timed automaton simulates a process
which is able to synchronize with other automata.

4.1

Specifying models in Uppaal

Each automaton in Uppaal contain a set of states S with an initial state s0 ∈ S.
Each state can have constraints on clock values forcing a transition to be taken
within a certain time limit. If, for example, c1 is a clock variable, and the
invariant c1 <= 4 is defined in state s0 , the automaton is not allowed to be in
state s0 if c1 > 4.
A transition can be associated with three parts; (i) constraints on clocks and
variables specified by a guard g,(ii) reset clock values and change variable values
with action a, and (iii) communicate with other automata by synchronizing on
global channels.
To send data on channel x (! is the notation for send), another automaton
must simultaneously receive the message on the same channel (? is the notation for receive). Synchronizing transitions imply parallel composition of two
automata.
In Figure 1, Automaton1 and Automaton2 synchronizes on channel E1 when
Automaton1 is in state S1 simultaneously as Automaton2 is in state P 1. During the transition, Automaton1 sends the content of the variable my mess to
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Automaton2 by assigning my mess to the global variable message read by Automaton2.

4.2

Analyzing models in Uppaal

Given an Uppaal model of a system, properties of the model can be checked
by specifying the properties in a simplified version of CTL (computation tree
logic) [4] and ask Uppaal to check the specified properties.
The result of querying the model is either that the property is satisfied or
not satisfied. The property can quantify over specific states or over a trace of
states. It is, for example, possible to ask if a specific variable will always have
a specific value in a specific state or if a certain state can be reached within a
limited time period [9].
The syntax for describing the property of a process in a state is P.i where
P is the name of the process and i is the name of the state in that process
(additionally, i can be a variable or a clock in that process). Given a state
formula, for example, P.i < 5, the path formula ∃ <> P.i < 5 (E<> is the
syntax for ∃♦ in Uppaal) is used to check whether there exists a path where
variable i is less than 5 in process P. For an in depth description and tutorial
on the capacity of model-checking in Uppaal we refer to [9].

5

Motivation and related work

The behavior of a set of executing ECA rules is hard to predict due to interrelationships between rules. When real-time requirements are introduced into
the ECA rule paradigm the variety of analysis tasks that needs to be performed
during development is extended due to the need of analyzing the systems timely
behavior.
The predictability requirement of critical parts of a real-time system may
require the use of a formal method for verifying behavioral correctness. However,
despite previous research in formalizing different aspects of active databases [28],
formal techniques are still rarely exploited during implementation of rule based
systems.
In Ray and Ray [32] a method is proposed for reasoning about active database
applications using a model checker. An example is shown where a small set of
rules is transformed to a representation of a finite automaton. In short, each
cell in the database is transformed to two variables in the automaton and each
rule is transformed to a boolean variable.
The idea of Ray and Ray [32] is similar with the ideas motivating part
of this work, namely utilizing an existing model checker for verifying a set of
rules. However, Ray and Ray only address a specific execution model with
primitive events stemming from updates of cells in an active database. The
transformation from rules to the finite automata is made manually and the
resulting finite automata representation is very specific for the current set of
rules. In this project a more general approach to the formal verification is taken
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where different execution models are considered together with composite events
and time constraints.
Several researchers have identified that lack of tools supporting rule based
development is a major issue that needs to be addressed [19, 34, 24]. Several
tools exist, each of them solving a sub part of the development chain [33, 23],
tailored for a specific platform[24] or is a rigorous system [16].
Trigs[24] and PEARD [23] support rule debugging. PEARD is a prototype
including means for visualizing rule execution, inserting breakpoints and inspect
values of variables in breakpoints. The primary objective for PEARD is to
experiment with useful debugging features.
TriGS provides a set of tools in order to support the whole development
cycle of an active database application [24]. TriGS debugger have support for
visualizing trace data for post execution analysis and interactive rule debugging
by means of breakpoints, and a replay and simulate mechanism. TriGS debugger
is designed specifically for the TriGS platform.
The most rigorous approach for supporting development of rule-based systems were taken in the IDEA project[16] providing a set of supporting tools for
development of rules with primitive events.
The part of this thesis proposal that concerns making rules less platform
dependent is related to the work of Wolfgang et al. [26] where concepts for a
general rule language is defined enabling rules constructed for enabling different
execution models to interact.

7
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Thesis statement

This thesis proposal address the problem of developing formally verified rules
for rule-based systems with real-time constraints.
A major problem with rule-based systems is the rules ability to affect each
other during execution. Additionally, the fact that a set of rules can behave
differently on different platforms implies that a set of rules that behave correctly
on one platform may have a faulty behavior on another platform.
Existing tools for analyzing and developing rule-based systems are mainly
focused on specific target languages or specific parts of the development chain,
making them hard to adopt in arbitrary contexts [19, 11]. Further, as far as we
know, support for formally verifying rules, particulary with composite events
and real-time constraints does not exist.
The lack of standards for execution models implies a need for a development
tool adaptive to different execution models since the execution model must be
considered during rule analysis. However, it is not clear from previous research
what information is needed to describe the execution model of a rule-based platform with real-time constraints and how this information should be represented.

6.1

Aim

The aim of this thesis is to provide support for utilizing an existing timed
automata model-checker for performing formal analysis of rules. In particular,
development of sets of rules with real-time constraints adaptive for different
execution models will be addressed.

6.2

Objectives

The aim of this thesis will be reached by fulfilling the following objectives:
1. Define the rule language of REX and information needed to tailor the language to a specific execution model The rule language
supported by this development approach will be defined. The language
will not be tailored to a specific execution model but limited to the constructs that REX can transform to timed automata. SQL-questions in
conditions requiring, for example, aggregations on values in the database,
are an example of a type of construct that will not be transformed to
timed-automata.
For developing rules to a specific platform, the expressive power of the
rule language must be limited by the execution and knowledge model of
the target platform. The execution model affects the behavior of a set of
rules, implying that the execution model must be considered when a set of
rules is transformed to a different representation for behavioral analysis.
2. Develop XML-schema and algorithms for transformation
An XML schema will be developed and used for representing the set of
8

rules and as a source language when rules are transformed to tools and
platforms.
All constructs in the rule language, limited by the current target platform
and analysis tools to be used, must be mapped and transformed from
the XML notation to i) constructs in the analysis tools to be utilized, ii)
constructs in the executable representation of the target platform.
Algorithms for transforming rules from the novel XML notation to different representations will be developed for the target platform Polyhedra
and the analysis tool Uppaal. The task of developing algorithms for
transforming rules from the XML-notation to additional platforms, such
as ruleCore[33] and DeeDS[6] is optional.
3. Investigate how to perform model checking on the rule set
The set of rules will be transformed to the timed automata analysis tool
Uppaal[10]. However, to be able to utilize the model-checker in Uppaal for verifying properties of the rule set, for example, to specify the
property ”an event of type E1 is always generated before an event of type
E2 ” requires knowledge about both the CTL language used for property
specification in Uppaal as well as in depth knowledge about the timed
automaton representation of the set of rules.
According to Dwyer et al.[20], most of the verification properties specified
for model-checking finite automata specifications are variations of a small
set of property specifications. Assuming that this is also true for rule
based systems, a set of high-level property patterns tailored for rule based
systems will be defined in a language easy to use by non-experts in formal
methods. Algorithms will be defined for transforming the instantiated
property patterns to a correct property specification in CTL.
4. Tool support for transformation process
Transforming information about rules and rule processing to timed automata is an error-prone and time consuming task. To prevent transformation errors from corrupting the rule base, we need a new rule development tool for automating the process of transforming sets of rules to
tools, such as Uppaal, and platforms as well as for obtaining semantic
information from tools and platforms.
The tool prototype REX will be developed in order to provide support for
designing rules and transforming rules from REX to timed-automata and
from REX to different platforms for execution. The process of automating
analysis and transformation will be performed in the following steps:
• Firstly, automatic transformation will be realized for rules with primitive events and simple (true or false) conditions with immediate coupling mode and set oriented transition granularity.
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• Secondly, automatic transformation will be realized for rules with
composite events. Operators identified in Paton and Diaz survey [29]
will be supported in recent and chronicle consumption mode.
• Thirdly, automatic transformation will be realized for rules with time
constraints, such as deadlines and expiration times on composite
events.
• Optionally, create a powerful user interface for REX and implement
ability to elaborate with different execution models e.g. different
coupling modes and different transition granularity. Additionally,
ability to show traces from the analysis in Uppaal is an optional
task.
The target platform considered in this objective will be Polyhedra[30] and
the timed-automata analysis tool considered will be Uppaal[10].
5. Perform case study to validate approach
A case-study will be performed to validate the usefulness of our rule development approach. The set of rules to be used in the case study will
be specified in REX and the expressiveness of the rule language will be
limited by information retrieved from Polyhedra and Uppaal.
The set of rules will be transformed to Uppaal for analysis before an
executable set of rules are created for Polyhedra. The set of rules will be
as realistic as possible to reveal the performance of our development approach and scalability of analyzing rules in Uppaal. Ideally, an existing
rule-based system are identified and used as case-study object.

7

Current status

In this section, a brief summary of current status for each of the objectives
are given. The following sections gives an in depth presentation of some of the
results.
Objective 1 The rule language of REX will reflect our work of modelling rules
in timed automata. REX currently support composite events with the
set of operators presented in [21], priorities on rules, immediate coupling
mode and set oriented transition granularity. Additional modelling will be
performed to extend the ability to express different variations of execution
models in timed-automata to subsume a large set of execution models.
Objective 2 address development of novel XML-schema and transformation
algorithms. An algorithm for transforming composite events to small
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timed automata models (patterns), representing the behavior of composite
events in different consumption modes are identified and described in [21]
and a short summary is given in section 10 in this thesis proposal. Additionally, a formal proof verifying equality in behavior between a composite
event and its timed automaton pattern is presented in the Appendix.
Objective 3 address the issue of performing model-checking on a set of rules
transformed to timed automata. This work is not yet initiated.
Objective 4 address the issue of automating the process of transforming rules
between different representations through tool support. A first feasibility
study has been performed on automating the process of transforming a
set of rules with primitive events, immediate coupling mode and set oriented transition granularity to an Uppaal specification. Using Uppaal,
it is possible to perform simulation and model checking on the set of rules
to, for example, reveal if the set of rules has non-terminating behavior
and what effect knowledge of execution times have on the ability to analyze rule behavior. Moreover, support for analyzing composite events
with expiration times automatically transformed to Uppaal patterns are
implemented in REX as described in section 9.
Objective 5 A case study will be performed validating the development approach, the case study is not yet initiated.
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Overview of development approach

Figure 2 shows an overview of our development approach. The flow of information in the development process is shown as solid lines while dashed lines shows
representation type of exchanged information. The representation of execution
and knowledge model will include information about how rules are processed
during runtime.
The rounded rectangle REX represent the forthcoming development tool,
Platform for rule execution represent, for example, Polyhedra [30], ruleCore
[33] or DeeDS [6] and Timed automata Analysis tool represent the analysis tool
Uppaal [10].
The flow of information proceeds as follows;
1. Information about the execution model of the current target platform in
the forthcoming representation.
2. Rules designed in REX is transformed to a representation readable by
Uppaal as described in Section 10.
3. Feedback from Uppaal
4. Rules designed in REX and analyzed in the previous steps are transformed
to platform specific syntax for execution
11

Representation of
Execution and
Knowledge model

Platform
Description

REX tool

[1]

[2]

[3]

Timed automata
Analysis tool

[4]

Platform for rule
execution

Figure 2: Overview of development approach.
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Specifying events in REX

All events specified in REX, both composite and primitive, are viewed in a tree
structure as shown to the left in Figure 3. Nodes with one piece of a puzzle
are primitive events and nodes with two pieces connected are composite events.
The properties of the current event are viewed and changed in the property
table shown to the right in Figure 3.
A new event type is created by right clicking in the event tree. The properties
of the event is specified in the new events properties table. Each event must have
a unique name (the type of the event) and when a new event type is created, it
is available to be chosen as an initiator or terminator for a composite event.
The current version of REX support transformations from REX to Uppaal
of primitive and composite events. The primitive events can be time events, triggered on a definite time or a time relative to some other occurrence, an external
event (e.g sensor event) or internal event (e.g. update of a tuple in a database).
The operators currently supported are Times(n,E) (triggered after n occurrences
of event type E), sequence, conjunction, disjunction, non-occurrence in recent
and chronicle context with or without expiration times and with or without parameters. The current version of REX only support non-interval based detection
semantics, i.e. composite events are detected when their terminator occur.

12

Figure 3: Representation of events in REX
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Transformation approach

Since a timed automaton in Uppaal is built up by a set of synchronizing timed
automata, each simulating a process, it is possible to map each composite event
to a timed-automaton process. An event type in the event specification is
mapped to an instance of a channel in Uppaal and an event occurrence is
represented by synchronizing on the channel representing the event type.
Using this semantics, Automaton1 in Figure 1 signals that an event of type
E1 has occurred by taking the transition marked with channel E1 ! simultaneously as each automaton subscribing to events of type E1 (in this example
Automaton2), takes their corresponding transitions marked with E1?.

10.1

Transforming event parameters

Event parameters are sent with global messages and stored locally in each composite event automaton. In the example represented in Figure 1, the global
variable message is sent by Automaton1 and received by Automaton2.
In chronicle consumption mode, a composite event is composed by the earliest contributing event occurrence that is not used by a previous instance of the
composite event. This implies that parameters from occurred but not yet used
event occurrences must be stored until they are used. In our approach, parameters are stored in a local array and a counter oi is used to count number of
occurred events of type Ei and a counter ci is used to count number of consumed
occurrences of type Ei . In chronicle context, an event is consumed when it is
used or invalidated. An event is used when it has contributed to a composite
event occurrence of the type modelled in the automaton and invalidated when
the expiration time expires or if it, for example, is a terminator type and the
composite event is not yet initiated.
13

E3?
c3++,
o3++

E2?
o2++,
o1=c1
E1?
o1++

E2?
o2++,
o1=c1

E1?
o1++

S0
E3?

o3++

o1-c1==1,
o3-c3==1
Ec!
c1++,
c3++

S1

S2

o1-c1>1,o3-c3==1 Ec!

c1++,c3++

Figure 4: TOP for non-occurrence in chronicle context.

10.2

Timed-automata operator pattern (TOP)

Each event operator is transformed to a small timed-automaton operator pattern
(TOP) [22]. Typically, an operator pattern starts in an initial state (marked
Initial and with double circles) waiting for a contributing event occurrence.
When at least one instance of each contributing event has occurred, the pattern
reach state Triggered and a composite event is signaled by synchronizing on the
channel representing the type of the composite event occurrence.
State Triggered is marked as committed, (C) implying that next transition,
signaling the composite event occurrence, is immediately taken. Parameters
attached to contributing events can be stored and assigned to parameters of the
composite event.

10.3

Timed-automata operator pattern for Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 )

Figure 4 shows the timed automata pattern for non-occurrence Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 )
in chronicle context. An occurrence of event type Ec is generated when E1 has
occurred followed by an occurrence of type E3 with no occurrence of type E2 in
between.
The automaton starts in location initial where it remains if an event of type
E2 or E3 occurs before the composite event is initiated. If an event of type E1
occurs, the automaton moves to location S1. In location S1, if an event of type
E2 occurs, the automaton invalidates all previous occurrences of type E1 and
takes the transition back to S0. If an event of type E1 occurs, a new instance of
Ec is initiated and the automaton remains in S1. If an event of type E3 occurs,
the automaton takes the transition to location S2 and immediately generates
an event of type Ec . If there are unused occurrences of type E1 in the event
history (o1 − c1 > 0) the transition back to S1 is taken, else the transition to
S0 is taken.

10.4

Correctness of transformation

The success of our approach of verifying rules in a timed automata representation of the rule set relies on the correctness of the transformation process. The
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verification of the timed automata representation of the rule set loses its value
if the behavior of the specified rules is altered during the transformation.
To verify behavioral equivalence between the non-occurrence event and its
timed automata representation a formal proof is performed. The proof is presented in Appendix.

11

Expected contributions

The expected contribution of this project is an approach for enabling utilization of an existing formal analysis tool when rule based real-time systems are
developed.
A model for how to describe the execution model of a rule language with
time constraints and dynamically restrict and tailor the language with respect
to a specific platform using a specific execution model will be developed. The
model will reveal what information is needed to describe the behavior of a set of
executing rules and how this information can be represented in an XML based
model. The model will provide means for making development tools for rule
based systems less platform dependent.
An XML-schema for describing rules with real-time constraints will be developed in order to support exchange of rules with real-time constraints. Algorithms for transforming a rule-base with maintained semantics to the representations of Uppaal and Polyhedra will be developed.
A high-level property specification language tailored for verifying rule based
systems will be developed, increasing the knowledge of how to take advantage
of the verification power of a timed automata model-checker when rule-based
systems are developed.
Further, our work will enhance the tool support for rule-based systems, particulary rule-based systems with time constraints, through the development tool
prototype REX. The following features will be included in REX:
• Support for graphically designing a set of rules.
• Support for retrieving information about execution models and dynamically change the rule language to be limited by the execution model of the
current target platform.
• Automatic support for transforming the rule base to Uppaal
• Automatic support for transforming the rule base to platform specific rules
• Support for defining verification properties relevant for rule based systems.
Hence, the result of our work will provide developers with a prototype for
a powerful, extendable tool for developing predictable rule-based systems for
different platforms.
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Figure 5: TOP for nonoccurrence in chronicle context.
Ti
T1
T2

Ei
E1 ?
E2 ?

source guard
s 0 , s1
true
s 0 , s1
true

T3

E3 ?

s0

true

T4
T5

E3 ?
Ec !

s1
s2

T6

Ec !

s2

true
o1 − c1
o3 − c3
o1 − c1
o3 − c3

=1
=1
>1
=1

action
o1 + +
o2 + +,
c1 :=
o1
o3 + +,
c3 + +
o3 + +
c1 + +,
c3 + +
c1 + +,
c3 + +

target
s1
s0

s0
s2
s0
s1

Table 1: TOP for nonoccurrence in chronicle context represented as a table.

A
A.1

Appendix A
Example: TOP for Non-occurrence

In the following, the TOP for non-occurrence in chronicle context, shown in
Figure 5, is used for exemplifying TOPs and a verification proof. We choose
to show the non-occurrence operator since it includes both generation, usage
and invalidation of event occurrences. The non-occurrence TOP represents the
behavior of the composite event Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 ) which is generated if an
occurrence of type E3 is observed after an occurrence of E1 with no observed
occurrences of type E2 in between.
Table1 represent the transitions of the TOP for Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 ) shown
in Figure 5. The variables oi and ci are defined as counters for occurred and consumed event occurrences. The expression Ti refers to the transition represented
in row i in Table 1. For each row, column Ei specifies the occurred event type,
source specifies transition source location, guard specifies transition guard (true
for no guard), action specifies the assignments performed during the transition
and the target column specifies the transitions target location.
The TOP in Figure 5 starts in location s0 . An event occurrence of type E1
(T1 ) initiates the composite event and the TOP transfer to s1 . If an event of type
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E2 occur, all unconsumed occurrences of type E1 (T2 ) are invalidated, since they
can no longer be used to form a composite event of type Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 ).
If an occurrence of type E3 is observed in s0 (T3 ), it is immediately invalidated,
however, if it is observed in s1 (T4 ), an event of type Ec can be generated and the
TOP transfer to s2 . In s2 , a composite event Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 ) is generated
using the earliest unconsumed occurrences of type E1 and E2 . If there is exactly
one unconsumed occurrence of type E1 in the event history, the TOP transfer
to s0 (T5 ), else it transfer to s1 (T6 ).

A.2

Proof

The behavioral equivalence of the analyzed timed automaton and its corresponding rule base is essential for our development approach. To prove equivalent
behavior between timed automata and rules triggered by a composite event,
the formal event specification language Solicitor [27] is used as low-level target
language for verifying the event part of the rule. Solicitor expressions can be
converted to executable code used in a resource predictable event monitor [27].
In the following, a brief summary of Solicitor is given.
A.2.1

Basic definitions of formal event schema

The symbols used here are previously defined in Solicitor [27]. An event occurrence is defined by Γ(E, [t, t0 ]) that is read ”E has occurred throughout [t, t0 ]”,
and γ (where γ = Γ(E, [t, t0 ]) denotes generated event occurrences. The symbols
i–l are used to index event types. The function type(γ) returns the event type E
of the event occurrence γ. For any γi , γj the relation precedes γi ≺ γj holds true
if γi precedes γj , and the relation overlap γi k γj holds true if γi and γj overlaps.
Finally, the predicate gen(γ) holds true if there is a γ that has occurred. An
event type Ei contributes to event type Ec iff Ec is a composite event type
that is fully or partly composed by Ei . If, for example, Ec = (E1 ∧ E2 ), then
contr (E1 , Ec ) and contr (E2 , Ec ).
Definition 1 A generated event occurrence is observed by a composite event if
its event type contributes to the composite event type.
∀Ec, Ei , γi :
Ei = type(γi ) ∧ gen(γi ) ∧ contr (Ei , Ec )
obs(Ec , Ei , γi )
The used (Ec , γi , γc ) predicate is true when a composite event type Ec has used
the event occurrence γi to generate the composite event occurrence γc . The
inv (Ec , γi ) predicate is true when the composite event type Ec can not use the
event occurrence γi to form a composite event occurrence. This is for example
true for all unused occurrences of type E1 if they are followed by an occurrence
of type E2 .
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Definition 2 The consumed predicate cons(Ec , Ei , γi ) is true if the composite
event type Ec has used or invalidated event occurrence γi of type Ei .
∆
cons(Ec , Ei , γi ) = obs(Ec , Ei , γi ) →
(inv (Ec , γi ) ∨ ∃γc (used (Ec , γi , γc )))
The parameters evaluated in the context predicate, defined by Mellin [27] and
redefined in definition 3, are the currently evaluated composite event type (Ec ),
the current potential initiator occurrence (γα ), the current potential terminator
occurrence (γω ), the set of event types whose occurrences may be initiators (Eα )
and the set of event types whose event occurrences may be terminators (Eω ).
Hence, in the proof example, (γα ) is the earliest unconsumed occurrence of
type E1 , (γω ) is the earliest unconsumed occurrence of type E3 , (Eα ) is {E1 }
and (Eω ) is {E3 }.
Definition 3 The chronicle context predicate [27] is true when the occurrence
γα is the earliest available initiator occurrence and γω is the earliest available terminator occurrence for the composite event Ec in chronicle context.
∆
chronicle(Ec , γα , γω , Eα , Eω ) =
∃Eα (Eα = type(γα ) ∧ obs(Ec , Eα , γα ) ∧ Eα ∈ Eα ∧
¬cons(Ec , Eα , γα )∧
∀γ 0 ∃Eα0 (Eα0 = type(γ 0 ) ∧ Eα0 ∈ Eα ∧ γ 0 6= γ∧
obs(Ec , Eα , γ 0 ) → (cons(Ec , Eα0 , γ 0 ) ∨ γα ≺ γ 0 )))∧
∃Eω (Eω = type(γω ) ∧ obs(Ec , Ei , γω ) ∧ Eω ∈ Eω ∧
¬cons(Ec , Eω , γω )∧
∀γ 0 ∃Eω0 (type(γ 0 ) = Eω0 ∧ Eω0 ∈ Eω ∧ γ 0 6= γ∧
obs(Ec , Ei , γ 0 ) → (cons(Ec , Eω0 , γ 0 ) ∨ γω ≺ γ 0 )))
A.2.2

Non-occurrence operator rule

The foundation of the event schema described by Mellin [27] are the generation
and non-generation rules defining the event operator semantics. The generation
rules define situations when composite events are generated. The non-generation
rules are help rules that are used to define situations when event occurrences
of contributing event types can not be part of any future composite event occurrences. A non-occurrence Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 ) is generated if an event of
type E1 occurs followed by an occurrence of type E3 with no occurrence of
type E2 between them. In the following, the generation rule (n-rule) and the
non-generation rule (n”-rule) for the non-occurrence operator are redefined from
[27].
When the precondition for the n-rule is true in Solicitor, a new composite
event of type Ec is generated. The contributing event occurrences are thereby
used by the composite event type.
Definition 4 Non occurrence Rule (n-rule)
LetEc = N (E1 , E2 , E3 ) and
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∆

γc = Γ(Ec , [start(span(γ1 )), end(span(γ3 ))]) in the n-rule n:
∀Ec , γ1 , γ3 :
obs(Ec , E1 , γ1 ) ∧ obs(Ec , E3 , γ3 )
chronicle(Ec , γ1 , γ3 , {E1 }, {E3 }) ∧ γ1 ≺ γ3 ∧ ¬(γ1 ||γ3 )
¬∃γ2 ((obs(Ec , E2 , γ2 ) ∧ γ1 ≺ γ2 ∧ ¬(γ1 ||γ2 )∧
γ2 ≺ γ3 ∧ ¬(γ2 ||γ3 ))
n
used α (Ec , γ1 , γc )
gen(γc ) used ω (Ec , γ3 , γc )
When the precondition for the n”-rule is true, all unconsumed event occurrences of type E1 are invalidated and will not contribute to any forthcoming
composite event occurrences of type Ec . The predicate chronicleα (Ec , γ1 , {E1 })
defined in [27] is true for the earliest unconsumed occurrence of type E1 .
Definition 5 Non occurrence Rule (n”-rule)
∀Ec , γ1 :
obs(Ec , γ1 ) ∧ type(γ1 ) = E1 ∧ chronicle α (Ec , γ1 , {E1 })∧
∀γ3 ((obs(Ec , γ3 ) ∧ type(γ3 ) = E3 ∧
chronicle(Ec , γ1 , γ3 , {E1 }, {E3 })∧
γ1 ≺ γ3 ∧ ¬(γ1 ||γ3 )) →
∃γ2 (type(γ2 ) = E2 ∧
γ1 ≺ γ2 ∧ ¬(γ1 ||γ2 ) ∧ γ2 ≺ γ3 ∧ ¬(γ2 ||γ3 ))
n”
inv α (Ec , γ1 )
In short, the n-rule together with the n”-rule states that a composite event of
type Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 ) is generated when there is an event occurrence of type
E1 and one event occurrence of type E3 with no event occurrence of type E2 in
between. The chronicle context predicate ensures that the earliest available (not
already used or invalidated) occurrences of type E1 and E3 contributes to Ec .
Once an event occurrence has contributed to a composite event, it is marked as
used and can not contribute to additional event occurrences of type Ec . Further,
if an event of type E2 occurs, all previously unconsumed occurrences of type E1
are invalidated.
A.2.3

Timed automata to Solicitor

To be able to prove equivalence of semantics between timed automata operator patterns and Solicitor, rules for mapping constructs in timed automata to
inference rules and predicates in Solicitor is defined. The composite event to
be generated is Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 ) in chronicle context. Using the notation
explained in section ?? and ??, the following axiom holds:
Axiom 1
E !
if (sm , tm ) →i (sn , tn ) then {∃γ(gen(γ) ∧ Ei = type(γ))}
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E ?

i
if (sm , tm ) →
(sn , tn ) then {∃γi (obs(Ec , Ei , γi ))}

Axiom 1 states that if the TOP sends on channel Ei , then an event of type Ei
is generated and if the TOP receives on channel Ei , then an event of type Ei is
observed by the composite event Ec representing the TOP.
Definition 6 The number of events of type Ei that are observed by the composite event of type Ec is returned by the function obs]
obs](Ec , Ei ) = |{γ|obs(Ec , Ei , γ)}|
Definition 7 The number of events of type Ei that are consumed by the composite event of type Ec is returned by the function cons].
cons](Ec , Ei ) = |{γ|cons(Ec , Ei , γ)}|
Definition 8 The occurrence index of the specific event occurrence γi of type
Ei is returned by the function
obsIndex(Ec , Ei , γi ).
obsIndex(Ec , Ei , γi ) =
|{γi0 |obs(Ec , Ei , γi0 ) → γi ≺ γi0 )}| + 1
Lemma 1 ∀i(obs](Ec , Ei ) = oi )
Proof: According to Axiom 1, an event occurrence of type Ei is observed if
the TOP synchronizes on channel Ei ? and according to Table 1, the counter oi
is increased each time the TOP synchronizes on Ei ?. 2
Lemma 2 ∀i(cons](Ec , Ei ) = ci )
Proof: According to Table 1, ci is increased when the semantics of the TOP
is to invalidate or use an event of type Ei . 2
Lemma 3 The earliest unconsumed occurrence of type Ei has index ci + 1.2
Proof: Chronicle context is considered, implying that events occur and are
consumed in chronicle order. The number of consumed occurrences are ci and
since all events are stored in occurrence order, the earliest unconsumed occurrence of type Ei has index ci + 1. 2
A.2.4

Mapping transitions to Solicitor

To be able to show equal behavior between the TOP for non-occurrence and
Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 ) defined in Solicitor, the effect of each transition in Table 1
must be mapped to predicates in Solicitor.
Lemma 4 Transition T2 is mapped to
∃γ2 (obs(Ec , E1 , γ2 )) ∧ ∀γ1 (cons(Ec , E1 , γ1 ))
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Proof: According to Table 1 and Lemma 1, ∃γ2 (obs(Ec , E2 , γ2 )) is true since
o2 is increased in T2 . According to the n”-rule define in Definition 5, all unconsumed occurrences of type E1 preceding an event occurrence of type E2 are
invalidated. Hence, after T2 , ∀γ1 (cons(Ec , E1 , γ1 ))} holds, since all events occur
in chronicle order and all events of type E1 observed so far precedes the event
of type E2 observed by T2 . 2
Lemma 5 Transition T1 is mapped to
∃γ1 (obs(Ec , E1 , γ1 ) ∧ obsIndex (Ec , E1 , γ1 ) = o1 )
Proof: According to Table 1, o1 is increased during T1 , according to Lemma
6,
obsIndex returns the number of observed events of type E1 preceding γ1 + 1.
Since o1 is increased during T1 and γ1 is the latest occurrence
obsIndex (Ec , E1 , γ1 ) = o1 holds after T1 . 2
Lemma 6 Transition T3 is mapped to
∃γ3 (obs(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) ∧ cons(Ec , E3 , γ3 )∧
obsIndex (Ec , E3 , γ3 ) = o3 ).
Proof: According to Table 1 and Lemma 1 and 2, an occurrence of type E3 is
both observed and consumed during T3 , hence, no unconsumed event occurrence
of type E3 are added to the history of events. 2
Lemma 7 Transition T4 is mapped to
∃γ3 (obs(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) ∧ ¬cons(Ec , E3 , γ3 )∧
obsIndex (Ec , E3 , γ3 ) = o3 ).
Proof: According to Table 1 and Lemma 1, an event occurrence of type E3 is
observed during T3 . 2
Lemma 8 Transition T5 and T6 is mapped to
∃γ, γ1 , γ3 (gen(γ) ∧ Ec = type(γ) ∧ cons(Ec , E1 , γ1 )∧
cons(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) ∧ obsIndex (Ec , E1 , γ1 ) = c1 ∧
obsIndex (Ec , E3 , γ3 ) = c3 ).
Proof: According to Table 1, Definition 1 and Lemma 2, an occurrence of type
Ec is generated and one occurrence of type E1 and E3 are consumed during
transition T5 and T6 . Events are consumed in chronicle order and according to
Lemma 3, ∀i(ci + 1) is the index of the earliest unconsumed occurrence of type
Ei . During T5 and T6 , the earliest unconsumed occurrence of type E1 and E3
are consumed and c1 and c3 are increased with one. 2
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A.2.5

Maintaining location invariants

The semantics for generating a composite event of type Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 )
in the TOP is to synchronize on channel Ec when the TOP is in location s2
(since s2 is source location for all transitions synchronizing on Ec !). To verify
equality in behavior between the TOP and Solicitor it must be shown that
the precondition for the n-rule in Solicitor is true exactly when the TOP is in
location s2 .
In the following, location invariants stating what must be true in each location in the TOP is defined.
Definition 9 In s0 location invariant I0 is true.
I0 : {∀γ1 (cons(Ec , E1 , γ1 )) ∧ ∀γ3 (cons(Ec , E3 , γ3 ))}
Definition 10 In s1 location invariant I1 is true.
I1 : {∃γ1 (obs(Ec , E1 , γ1 ) ∧ ¬cons(Ec , E1 , γ1 )∧
¬∃γ3 (obs(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) ∧ ¬cons(Ec , E3 , γ3 ))∧
¬∃γ2 (obs(Ec , E2 , γ2 ) ∧ γ1 ≺ γ2 ∧ ¬(γ1 ||γ2 )))}
Definition 11 In s2 location invariant I2 is true.
I2 : {∃γ1 (obs(Ec , E1 , γ1 ) ∧ ¬cons(Ec , E1 , γ1 )∧
obsIndex(Ec , E1 , γ1 ) = c1 + 1∧
∃γ3 (obs(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) ∧ ¬cons(Ec , E3 , γ3 )∧
obsIndex(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) = c3 + 1 ∧ γ1 ≺ γ3 ∧ ¬(γ1 ||γ3 ))∧
¬∃γ2 (obs(Ec , E2 , γ2 ) ∧ γ1 ≺ γ2 ∧ ¬(γ1 ||γ2 ) ∧ γ2 ≺ γ3 ∧
¬(γ2 ||γ3 ))}
The following lemmas show that for any permutation of event occurrences, I0
defined in definition 9 always hold when the TOP is in location s0 , I1 defined
in definition 10 always hold when the TOP is in location s1 and I2 defined in
definition 11 always hold when the TOP is in location s2 .
The proofs are performed by using a Hoare triple [15] for each transition
presented in Table 1. The precondition P for a transition is the location invariant
of the transitions source location, the command C is the mapping from transition
action and synchronization to Solicitor and Q is the post-condition after the
transition. If Q corresponds to the location invariant of the target location,
then the transition is said to maintain the invariant of the target location.
Lemma 9 Given that I1 holds in location s1 and I2 holds in location s2 , I0
holds as post condition for all transitions arriving to s0 .
Proof: According to Table 1, s0 is target location for transition T2 , T3 and T5 ,
additionally, s0 is the initial location for the TOP. In the initial state, no events
have occurred and the proof is trivial. According to Table 1, T2 starts in s0 or s1 :
P: I0 ∨ I1 (T2 transitions can start either from s0 or s1 .)
C: According to Lemma 4, T2 is mapped to
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∃γ2 (obs(Ec , E1 , γ2 )) ∧ ∀γ1 (cons(Ec , E1 , γ1 ))
According to Lemma 4, an occurrence of type E2 invalidates all prior occurrences of type E1 . According to P, no unconsumed occurrences of type E3
exists either, hence, I0 holds after T2 .
Q: I0
According to Table 1, T3 starts in s0 .
P: I0
C: According to Lemma 6 T3 is mapped to
∃γ3 (obs(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) ∧ cons(Ec , E3 , γ3 )∧
obsIndex (Ec , E3 , γ3 ) = o3 ).
The amount of unconsumed occurrences of type E3 are maintained during T3 .
Q: I0
According to Table 1, T5 starts in s2 .
P: I2
C: According to Lemma 8, T5 is mapped to
∃γ, γ1 , γ3 (gen(γ) ∧ Ec = type(γ) ∧ cons(Ec , E1 , γ1 )∧
cons(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) ∧ obsIndex (Ec , E1 , γ1 ) = c1 ∧
obsIndex (Ec , E3 , γ3 ) = c3 ).
The guard g2,0 on T5 states o1 − c1 = 1 ∧ o3 − c3 = 1. According to Lemma 1
and 2, this implies that there is one unconsumed occurrence of type E1 and one
unconsumed occurrence of type E3 in the history of events. According to Lemma
8, one occurrence of type E1 and one occurrence of type E3 are consumed during
T5 implying that there are no unconsumed occurrences of type E1 or type E3
in the event history after T5 and hence, I0 holds.
Q: I0 . 2
Lemma 10 Given that I0 holds in location s0 and I2 holds in location s2 , I1
holds as post condition for all transitions arriving to s1 .
Proof: According to Table 1, s1 is target location for transition T1 and T6 .
P: I0 ∨ I1 (The source location for T1 is s0 or s1 .)
C: According Lemma 5, T1 is mapped to
∃γ1 (obs(Ec , E1 , γ1 ) ∧ obsIndex (Ec , E1 , γ1 ) = o1 )
Starting with P, transition T1 adds an occurrence of type E1 ,hence I1 is true
after transition T1 .
Q: I1
P: I2 (The source location for T6 is s2 .)
C: According to Lemma 8, T6 is mapped to
∃γ, γ1 , γ3 (gen(γ) ∧ Ec = type(γ) ∧ cons(Ec , E1 , γ1 )∧
cons(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) ∧ obsIndex (Ec , E1 , γ1 ) = c1 ∧
obsIndex (Ec , E3 , γ3 ) = c3 ).
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According to guard g2,1 and Lemma 1 and 2 there are more than one unconsumed occurrence of type E1 and one unconsumed occurrence of type E3 in the
event history if T6 is taken. According to Lemma 8, one occurrence of type E1
and E3 are consumed during T6 , leaving one or more unconsumed occurrences
of type E1 and no unconsumed occurrences of type E3 in the event history after
T6 .
Q: I1 2
Lemma 11 Given that I0 holds in location s0 and I1 holds in location s1 , I2
holds as post condition for all transitions arriving to s2 .
Proof: According to Table 1, s2 is target location for T4 .
P: I1 (The source location for transition T4 is s1 .)
C: According to Lemma 7, T4 is mapped to
∃γ3 (obs(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) ∧ ¬cons(Ec , E3 , γ3 )∧
obsIndex (Ec , E3 , γ3 ) = o3 ).
Q: I2 2
Lemma 12 Location invariant I2 defined in definition 11 is true exactly when
the precondition for the n-rule redefined in definition 4 is true.
Proof: We prove that I2 is equivalent to the precondition of the n-rule for the
contributing event occurrences γ1 and γ3
I2 : ∃γ1 (obs(Ec , E1 , γ1 ) ∧ ¬cons(Ec , E1 , γ1 )∧
obsIndex(Ec , E1 , γ1 ) = c1 + 1∧
∃γ3 (obs(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) ∧ ¬cons(Ec , E3 , γ3 )∧
obsIndex(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) = c3 + 1 ∧ γ1 ≺ γ3 ∧ ¬(γ1 ||γ3 ))∧
¬∃γ2 (obs(Ec , E2 , γ2 ) ∧ γ1 ≺ γ2 ∧ ¬(γ1 ||γ2 ) ∧ γ2 ≺ γ3 ∧
¬(γ2 ||γ3 ))
According to Lemma 3 cons]1 (Ec , E1 , γ1 ) + 1 is the earliest unconsumed
occurrence of type E1 and cons]3 (Ec , E3 , γ3 ) + 1 is the earliest unconsumed
occurrence of type E3 . This is exactly the definition of the predicate chronicle
redefined in Definition 3, where γα is instantiated to γ1 , γω is instantiated to
γ3 , the set of initiator types is {E1 } and the set of terminator types is {E3 },
hence, I2 can be rewritten to:
∃γ1 , γ3 (obs(Ec , E1 , γ1 )∧
(obs(Ec , E3 , γ3 ) ∧ chronicle(E, γ1 , γ3 , {E1 }, {E3 })∧
γ1 ≺ γ3 ∧ ¬(γ1 ||γ3 ))∧
¬∃γ2 (obs(Ec , E2 , γ2 ) ∧ γ1 ≺ γ2 ∧ ¬(γ1 ||γ2 ) ∧ γ2 ≺ γ3 ∧ ¬(γ2 ||γ3 ))
The predicate above is the precondition for the n-rule for the specific occurrences γ1 and γ3 . 2
Theorem 1 The TOP for non-occurrence synchronize on channel Ec exactly
when the preconditions for the n-rule is true in Solicitor.
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Proof: The TOP synchronizes on channel Ec in location s2 . According to
Lemma 9, 10 and 11, I2 is true exactly when the TOP is in location s2 and
nowhere else. According to Lemma 12, I2 is true exactly when the preconditions
for the n-rule is true in Solicitor, implying that the TOP synchronizes on channel
Ec exactly when a composite event of type Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 ) is generated in
Solicitor, hence, the TOP for non-occurrence has equal external behavior as the
Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 ) for chronicle context specified in Solicitor. 2
By Theorem 1 we can conclude that it is safe to transform the composite
event Ec = N (E1 , E2 , E3 ) to an instantiated TOP for non occurrence and use
it for analysis purposes.
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